Benefits

Arbela Quick Start for Asset
Management

Reduce asset downtime and optimize the supply
chain with Arbela’s rapid deployment service
If an asset such as a truck, machinery, or
facility equipment needs maintenance or
repairs, most businesses find out when it’s
too late — when the asset breaks down
or otherwise goes “offline.” In competitive
markets, where a supply chain moving
with maximum efficiency is critical, one
offline asset can have a ripple effect
bringing productivity to a screeching halt
(sometimes, literally).

• Switching from unplanned to planned
maintenance

If you’re ready to move from reactive to
proactive — and even predictive — asset
management, Arbela can help with a rapid
deployment of the Asset Management
module for Microsoft Dynamics 365.

100% scalable: a future-proof
implementation

Quick Start Asset Management: A
rapid, fixed-fee implementation
With Arbela Quick Start service (also
available for D365 Sales and D365 Field
Service), you can be enjoying most every
benefit provided by the Asset Management
module in as little as 30 days. Benefits such
as:
• Minimizing asset downtimes
• Managing assets on location(s)
• Tracking usage/maintenance history

• Move from reactive to
predictive asset management
• Reduce downtime, improve
operational efficiency
• Be up in running in as little as
30 days
• Enjoy a “future-proof”
implementation of a critical
D365 module

• Improving work order and fault
management
• Incorporating asset data into enterprise
systems
• And much more…

As a template-based solution, Arbela
Quick Start for Asset Management is a
rapid, affordable service. It also sets you
up for expansion and customization down
the road, integrating completely into the
Microsoft stack. Asset Management can be
scaled and customized as assets are added
or subtracted, or as your business needs
change.
It currently comes in three “flavors”:
• Essentials: manage a primary functional
location, complex asset structures, work
orders, and incorporate mobile devices
into workflows/reporting *
• Standard: includes everything in

Essentials, with addition scheduling/
dispatching functionalities, management
of multiple functional locations, and
enhanced mobility services *
• Enterprise: all of the above, as well
as, fault management, and a host of
additional features or options including
leveraging loT to further insight and
productivity *
Is Arbela’s Quick Start Asset Management
the right fit for your business? If keeping
the supply chain moving with maximum
efficiency and optimizing productivity
matter, the answer is a clear yes.
Contact us at info@arbelatech.com to set
up a free assessment to implement Asset
Management in Dynamics 365 Finance and
Supply Chain.
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